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GIs returning after World War II created an entirely new automotive market niche when they
bought surplus Jeeps and began exploring the rugged backcountry of the American West. This
burgeoning market segment, which eventually became known as sport utility vehicles (SUVs),
numbered about 40,000 units per year with offerings from Jeep, Scout, Toyota, and Land Rover.
In 1966, Ford entered the fray with its Bronco, offering increased refinement, more power, and
an innovative coil-spring front suspension. The Bronco caught on quickly and soon established a
reputation as a solid backcountry performer. In Baja, the legendary accomplishments of racers
such as Parnelli Jones, Rod Hall, and Bill Stroppe further cemented the bobtail's reputation for
toughness.Ford moved upstream with the introduction of the larger Bronco for 1978, witnessing
a huge increase in sales for the second-generation trucks. The Twin Traction Beam front end
was introduced in the third generation, and further refinements including more aerodynamic
styling, greater luxury, and more powerful fuel-injected engines came on board in the
generations that followed. Through it all, the Bronco retained its reputation as a tough, versatile,
and comfortable rig, both on and off the paved road. With the reintroduction of the Bronco for
2020, Ford is producing a vehicle for a whole new generation of enthusiasts that looks to bring
modern styling and performance to the market while building on the 30-year heritage of the first
five generations of the Bronco so dearly loved by their owners.From the development process
and details of the first trucks through the 1996 models, author Todd Zuercher shares technical
details, rarely seen photos, and highlights of significant models along with the stories of those
people whose lives have been intertwined with the Bronco for many years. This book will have
new information for everyone and will be a must-have for longtime enthusiasts and new owners
alike!
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the journey.FOREWORDby James Duff, Founder, James Duff EnterprisesWhen my friend Todd
Zuercher asked me to write a foreword for this book, I was honored, and happy to hear that one
of the Bronco’s leading historians would be chronicling the story of our favorite vehicle.I bought
my first Ford Bronco in 1967 while working as a body and paint man at Walker Buerge Ford in
Los Angeles. I spent some time running the local sand dunes and taking home Broncos from the
dealership at night and outfitting them with heavy-duty aftermarket parts.With encouragement
from Bill Stroppe, I decided to try my hand at desert racing. My career started off with a bang as
my codriver took the first leg of the 1969 Baja 500. At more than 100 mph, a hay truck stalled in
the middle of the road comes at you real quick. Although he missed hitting it, we caught the
edge of the pavement into the ditch and did 3.5 rolls end over end, corner to corner! I put it all
back together and ran it all season long, circle-track racing against Steve McQueen, James
Garner, and Ray Harvick. We were back for the Mexican 1000 that fall. Desert racing was in its
infancy and I was fortunate to race with the greats, including Bill Stroppe, Mickey Thompson,
Parnelli Jones, James Garner, Walker Evans, and Rod Hall.At the time, parts to toughen up my
Bronco were scarce, so I made many of them myself. I built products to hold up to the rigors of
off-road racing while making them accessible to everyone, which soon grew into our business:
Duffy’s Bronco Service.Racing gave way to family four wheeling when the kids came along. My
wife Judy and I helped form the first Bronco-only club: Broncos West 4WD Club in Los Angeles.
The club frequented Pismo Beach, Glamis, Big Bear, and other Southern California hot
spots.The business continued to grow and I developed parts for other four-wheel-drive vehicles.
A devastating warehouse fire in 1978 forced us to sell off the majority of our product line to
Mickey Thompson Shock Co. Thankfully, it didn’t want the Bronco parts side of the business, so
my wife Judy kept on selling those parts out of the garage and I kept designing new parts while
working for M/T. In 1980, I won a SEMA Best New Off-Road product award for my camber
adjusters for the new Ford Twin-Traction Beam front ends, a product that is still produced
today.In the early days, James “Duffy” Duff raced off-road with the greats. Many of his products
were developed from lessons learned on courses in Baja and the southwestern United States.
Here he plows through the silt at the 1970 Mint 400.In the 1970s, the Duff family posed with their
two signature vehicles: Mrs. Duff’s and Pony Express on the sand at Pismo Beach.The Duff
family is shown here in 2014. Since their relocation to Knoxville, the business and the Bronco
fleet have grown as the popularity of the Bronco has soared. James and Judy Duff are enjoying
retirement these days while Suzy and her husband, Michael, manage day-to-day operations of
the business.Soon, Judy and I moved to the small town of Sequim, Washington, and
reorganized as James Duff Enterprises. We started out small, and with the kids’ help, rebuilt the
business, first as a strictly mail-order operation and then to a proper store/showroom to help
serve the burgeoning early Bronco restoration craze. We patented degreed polyurethane C-
bushings to help solve caster problems on lifted trucks and also designed and developed parts
for the Bronco II and the big Broncos when they entered the market.Our kids, as you might
expect, both ended up with in automotive-related careers. Richard became an international car



designer. Suzy took over the reins of our business when we finally decided to retire. By then, the
business had outgrown Sequim, so the decision was made to move to Knoxville, Tennessee,
where we have enjoyed many successful years in a business that keeps on growing in a
beautiful region of the country.Todd Zuercher wrote me a letter as a young teenager more than
35 years ago, telling me of his plans for his dad’s Bronco. Over the years, we’ve ’wheeled with
him at many events in Arizona and California. To his utter embarrassment, a few years ago I
pulled out that letter and shared it with him and a group of his friends around the campfire in
Arizona. I’ve enjoyed reading his historical articles in the Early Bronco Registry’s Horsing Around
newsletters and in more recent years, his many contributions to Bronco Driver magazine. As one
of the primary historical chroniclers of our favorite vehicle, we’re happy that he’s put together a
history for us all to enjoy.The Bronco has provided not only our livelihood but a lifetime of
experiences, memories, and many wonderful friendships during the past 50 years. We’re excited
about the future, particularly with the introduction of a new Bronco and where Suzy will take it.
Here’s to many more years behind the wheel of our favorite rigs!FOREWORDby Parnelli
JonesAs many of you know, I’ve basically been a Ford guy for most of my career—whether it
was racing a Ford product or a race car powered by Ford—and over the years, I had some pretty
good success. When I decided to reduce my oval track and road racing schedules, an
opportunity came my way via my old friend Bill Stroppe, who at a party one night, challenged me
to try off-road racing. My reaction was that I didn’t think that it would be my bag. Whereupon Bill,
ever the master at goading someone on, replied that I probably wasn’t man enough. Well, that
was like waving a red flag at a bull, and Bill got exactly what he wanted. The rest, as they say, is
history.The Ford Bronco, to me, was the perfect vehicle; it had all kinds of uses, and buyers just
loved it because it could do just about anything on the street or highway. Needless to say, it also
turned out to be a fabulous platform for off-road adventures of all kinds, including racing. I can
hardly believe that this vehicle was introduced by Ford to the public 53 years ago, and yet today
it is still highly sought after for restoration purposes and nostalgia events. Not only that, the
Bronco is just plain fun to drive.Todd Zuercher and I have known each other for several years,
and he is still, to me, the most enthusiastic Bronco owner and historian I’ve ever met. You will
feel his pride of Bronco history exuding from these pages. It is truly a pleasure and honor for me
to be asked to write the foreword to this chronicle and pictorial record of the long Bronco history.
Long live the Ford Bronco!Capturing the spirit of the evening, Parnelli Jones shared a story
during the Early Bronco Registry’s “Evening with the Legends” held during the Bronco 40th
Anniversary Celebration in 2006. (Photo Courtesy Steve Sampson)Parnelli JonesJanuary 14,
2019INTRODUCTION“What do I do? What do I do?” cried my mother. It was the annual
woodcutting season in ranch country north of Prescott, Arizona, and our 1969 Ford Bronco,
affectionately dubbed Broncitis, had just slid into a ditch.The winter months in northern Arizona
can bring heavy precipitation, which turn the local dirt roads into a sloppy, slippery mess once
the sun thaws the frozen surface each day. Following my father in a truck loaded with firewood,
our Bronco slithered left to right across his tracks, like a small boat trying to follow in the wake of



an oceanliner. Pointing the vehicle in the desired direction of travel meant judicious application of
the throttle, followed by a flurry of elbows as Mom turned the large steering wheel to counteract
the pendulum-like motions of the rear of the vehicle.And that’s how we ended up in the ditch.
And how I ended up in the driver’s seat–again.Switching seats made both of us immediately
happier. Several years away from legally obtaining my driver’s license, I was happiest behind the
wheel in Arizona’s remote backcountry, learning the skills to operate the Bronco on challenging
roads. Mom was happiest when she could enjoy the view from the passenger’s seat while her
husband or one of her sons drove.That Bronco went on to become my driver’s training vehicle,
carrier for my first date, partner for countless backcountry exploration adventures, research and
development platform, and model for countless photos and articles. More recently, it carried my
beautiful bride and I away from our wedding.My love affair with the Ford Bronco is just one of
thousands that have unfolded over the more than 50 years since its introduction. Talk to a
longtime owner, or a group of enthusiasts, and they’ll all have stories of how the bobtail from
Ford played a special part in shaping their lives and their most favorite memories. From family
vacations to hunting and camping trips to simple run-of-the-mill commutes, these are the stories
that give voice to the true legend of the Ford Bronco in American culture.The Bronco started
making history from almost the moment it was introduced. Magazine writers thrashed them
around the backcountry, and high-performance enthusiasts soon had fenders cut, larger tires
installed, and high-performance engines stuffed between the frame rails. On the practical side,
service station operators and small business owners found them to be great plow trucks and
delivery vehicles.Owners went on to make memories with their trucks; whether they were one of
the fairly crude early models or a plush Eddie Bauer Edition with leather seats and pile
carpeting. Through all its iterations, the Bronco has been known as a tough, capable four-wheel-
drive vehicle that combined its utilitarian nature with enough sportiness to engender strong
emotions from owners, passengers, and those who admired them in action.This book recounts
some of the most iconic moments in the life of the Ford Bronco: its historic development, the
technical details of each generation, its rich racing legacy, celebrity owners, appearances in
numerous movie and TV roles, its part in the O. J. Simpson chase, and most important, the many
stories of everyday owners that comprise a fascinating history of this remarkable vehicle in the
American automotive landscape. Even more than that, it is a love story for the Ford Bronco, a
truck that captured my heart and that I hope will enlighten yours.The author’s 1969 Bronco at the
top of Imogene Pass in southern Colorado in 1991 is a little sport and a little utility. The tow strap
on back of the Bronco was used to tow a 2WD Nissan pickup to the top; the author’s younger
brother (right) had just ridden his mountain bike to the summit from Telluride.IN THE
BEGINNINGChapter ONE“We think of the Bronco as neither a conventional car nor a truck, but
as a vehicle which combines the best of both worlds. It can serve as a family sedan, a sports
roadster, a snow plow, or as a farm or civil defense vehicle. It has been designed to go nearly
anywhere and do nearly anything.”The Bronco was not Ford Motor Company’s first foray into the
world of sport utility vehicles (SUVs) that bridged the gap between cars and trucks. In fact, the



seeds were planted almost 25 years earlier when Ford became one of the producers of the
ubiquitous World War II Army Jeep. When Bantam Motor Company and Willys Motors could not
keep up with Jeep production in the fall of 1941, the vast resources of Ford Motor Company
were brought to bear in helping produce vehicles for the war effort. Ford produced almost
278,000 quarter-ton 4x4s, known as GPWs, in nearly four years of production, earning the love
and respect of veterans (GIs) throughout the various theaters of the war.When those GIs
returned from the war, they married, started families, and bought surplus Jeeps. The little trucks,
in turn, birthed a new form of recreation in the United States in the years following the war,
allowing families to explore the country’s rugged backcountry. Legions of young men and women
took their first turn behind the wheel in Jeeps, and the small utility vehicles served faithfully as
snow plows, farm runabouts, ranch hands, maintenance vehicles, and errand runners. The Jeep
line received a few upgrades in the 1950s, but the advent of the interstate highway system and
higher speeds meant that the surplus war trucks and their younger brethren started to fall
behind.In 1960, the vehicle segment that is now known as the SUV market consisted of about
11,000 vehicle sales annually, with the majority belonging to the Jeep brand. In 1961, the
International Scout was introduced and the market immediately expanded to 32,000 vehicles
per year. In the year before the Bronco was introduced, the market had stabilized at about
40,000 units with Jeep and International capturing 85 percent of those sales and foreign-made
units, such as the Toyota Landcruiser and Nissan Patrol, comprising the rest. Ford estimated
there were about 200,000 SUVs on the road at the time of the Bronco’s introduction. This
increased growth in the utility vehicle market was not lost on Ford. In the early 1960s, the
company embarked on a detailed marketing survey to determine what enthusiasts might be
looking for in a new utility vehicle. Ford interviewed hundreds of potential customers about what
they liked and disliked most about their current utility vehicles, without revealing they were doing
the research under the auspices of the Ford Motor Company.This pristine 1966 U13 Roadster is
believed to have been built during the first week’s production in August 1965. A dealership
vehicle for the first 17 years of its life, it was not titled until 1983. After some time on a wheat farm
in North Dakota, Donald and Drew Peroni purchased it in 2000 and performed a frame-off
restoration. The Bronco has traveled about 12,000 miles in its life. (Photo Courtesy Freeze
Frame Image LLC, Al Rogers)At the press introduction of the Bronco, Ford Division’s general
manager Donald N. Frey noted that in conversations with customers, many were intensely loyal
to their vehicles and didn’t want to change a thing but upon further questioning revealed some
things that they did want. The young warriors who had driven the Jeeps in World War II were now
in their 40s and 50s and wanted a tough vehicle that could do everything a Jeep could but with
more comfort and more interior room. They wanted a vehicle that could cruise at highway
speeds with more ease than the old Jeeps and they wanted cabs that were better insulated and
better sealed against the rain. They wanted nicer paint jobs, more rust protection, and smoother-
riding suspension systems. And although they wanted improvements over the existing offerings
in the utility four-wheel-drive market, they didn’t want “too many fancy frills.” There was room for



new ideas in this market segment, and luckily, the Bronco was poised to step
in.DevelopmentDetails on the timeline of the Bronco’s original development cycle are limited as
the design principals involved are deceased. The earliest mention of the Bronco in Ford official
documentation is October 1963.Minutes from the February 12, 1964, Product Planning
Committee (comprised of top Ford Motor Company planning executives) meeting reveal that a
five-year vehicle life cycle was assumed for financial planning purposes but that Ford thought
the Bronco would run for much longer than five years. Ford believed that the International
Harvester Scout and Jeep would not change much in the following years, giving Ford a
competitive advantage with the Bronco that would last for several years. Ford president Lee
Iacocca remarked that if the Bronco was successful, General Motors would enter the market
within a few years, and he felt that Chrysler would not be a threat to Ford’s sales for a long time.
Remarkably, all of these predictions came true in the following half-dozen years. At the
conclusion of the February 12 meeting, the Product Planning Committee viewed the first styling
model of the Bronco in the Rotunda styling studio and gave its approval. Ten days later, the
committee gave its approval for a $10 million proposal to develop the Bronco.Meanwhile,
engineers were already hard at work on the design aspects of the new filly. According to notes of
the Advanced Development Group in April 1964, the full-size chassis layouts of major
components were completed for a mechanical prototype build, and feasibility of the new Mono-
Beam/coil-spring front suspension was verified during the first quarter of 1964.Believed to be the
earliest known photo of a Bronco, this shot from Ford’s styling studio shows what Ford’s stylists
were thinking in 1964. No drivetrain exists in this mockup and it’s likely made of clay. In this view,
you can see the 1966-only liftgate latch assembly and the full door has been mocked up.
Hubcaps are from a Ford car. (Photo Courtesy Ford Motor Company)Looking remarkably similar
to production trucks, sharp-eyed readers can note some differences. The grille treatment looks
familiar but changed for production. The driver’s side of the Bronco has the 1967-and-later-style
hubcaps and a mockup of the fiberglass door insert used in the 1966–1968 roadsters. (Photo
Courtesy Ford Motor Company)In a Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) paper published in
early 1966, Ford engineer Paul Axelrad noted that no less than 10 complete package layouts
were made before the final selection was determined. With an overall length of 152 inches, the
wheelbase was expanded and contracted on several occasions before 92 inches was selected
as the final number. The engineering team found 92 inches gave a good balance between
approach, departure, and ramp break-over angles.The break-over angle was determined to be
the most important of the three based on Ford’s owner surveys and internal testing. Thus, Ford
designed the Bronco to beat or equal the break-over angles of its primary competitors (the CJ-5
and Scout). In addition, Ford engineers carefully considered the various interactions of
wheelbase, track width, and wheel turn angle to meet the Bronco’s design goals of
maneuverability, ride comfort, and stability.Retired Ford engineer Larry Wynne worked in Light
Truck Engineering during those years and recalls that five or six engineers, under the leadership
of Group Leader Paul Axelrad, were responsible for the mechanical development of the Bronco.



Wynne notes that Light Truck Engineering consisted of only about 35 to 40 engineers during that
time and his memory of those long-ago years was that the Bronco was not the primary focus
during those years; that honor belonged to the Twin I-Beam front suspension that debuted on
the Ford light-duty pickup trucks in 1965.Wynne’s strongest memory from the Bronco
development story isn’t of engineers sitting at desks crunching numbers or creating drawings,
but instead it involves a test trip out West with prototypes of the new trucks. A caravan of three
Broncos along with a Scout and a Jeep were the test vehicles. In Arizona, the vehicles were
traversing rough terrain when the Scout rolled on a hillside and several men were injured. One
man broke his collarbone and another broke his pelvis and right arm. According to another
engineer’s account, Axelrad himself rolled one of the vehicles and was knocked
unconscious.Due to the first generation’s unique styling, many people believe that the Bronco
was a wholly unique vehicle that didn’t share many parts with other existing Ford vehicles.
However, Ford initially intended to use as many existing parts as possible to minimize the fixed
investment. The rear quarter panels from the 1964 F-100 Styleside box were reused with some
minor modifications for the sides of the Bronco body. Floorpan assemblies and the tailgate (both
resized) from the same truck were also used.Ford outsourced engineering design services for
the body-in-white, seats, trim, and body electrical system to the Budd Company in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Budd built engineering prototype bodies using reworked 1964 Styleside F-100
sheet metal. The front-end sheet metal for the initial prototypes was made from low-cost tooling
produced from plaster casts of the clay model.For the production trucks, the engines were
modified versions of powerplants already offered in Ford’s lineup. Exterior items such as
headlights, trim rings, turn-signal lenses, and taillight lenses were reused from Ford’s car and
truck models. The bucket seats in the 1966 Bronco were two Mustang buckets. Knobs on the
dash and the instrument cluster were also borrowed from the Ford light truck cab. Even small
items such as the transfer case shifter knob came from the existing Ford parts list (F250
4x4).The Budd Company did much of the development work on the Bronco prototypes for Ford
and also built Bronco bodies for Ford for the first several months of production in 1966. This rare
ad highlights Budd’s relationship with the Bronco and other 1960s vehicles.Introducing the
BroncoFord introduced the 1966 Bronco to the buying public at a press conference in Dearborn,
Michigan, on August 11, 1965. On that warm, humid Wednesday, Ford Division president
Donald Frey announced the Bronco to the press, stating, “We think of the Bronco as neither a
conventional car nor a truck, but as a vehicle which combines the best of both worlds. It can
serve as a family sedan, a sports roadster, a snow plow, or as a farm or civil defense vehicle. It
has been designed to go nearly anywhere and do nearly anything.” Adding the Bronco name to
the line that already included the Mustang, Frey wryly remarked, “We wanted a new ‘in’ car to
add to our ‘horse stall,’” referring to the Mustang as Bronco’s “big brother.”The Bronco was
heavily advertised in its initial year. Smiling, happy passengers in a variety of models were
shown enjoying their new Fords, particularly the roadsters. While her well-dressed parents look
on in glee, a small child seems to be traumatized by a small blue creature in front of the new blue



Bronco wagon (top).This July 1965 photo shows Frank Debono, a sculptor in the Ford Styling
office, creating the Bronco emblem prior to the model’s introduction a month later. (Photo
Courtesy Ford Motor Company, Tim Hulick CollectionThis September 1965 Ford publication
cartoon bears witness that Ford designed the Bronco to be attractive to hunters. No deer were
harmed in the Bronco’s development, but there were likely many brought home in Broncos over
the years following its introduction.(Photo Courtesy Ford Motor Company)It’s the fall of 1965 and
Bonnie Dykes, executive secretary at Don Sanderson Ford in Glendale, Arizona, finds herself
behind the wheel of a brand-new 1966 Bronco roadster while a group of salesmen check out the
various features of the new bobtail. (Photo Courtesy Sanderson Ford)This large banner is the
only one of its kind known to exist. The late Dave Metz, who owned the banner, had given it to
his friend, Tim Hulick, who proudly displays it at events and shows throughout the country.
(Photo Courtesy Tim Hulick)Fry continued, “We think the small utility vehicle will be one of the
new ‘in’ cars. It will be popular with the college crowd, with the active lively people who can go
places and do things, and with families as a second or third car … with the Bronco, we expect to
attract into the market a sizable number of persons who have never been utility vehicle owners–
people who have succumbed to the lure of the great outdoors, skiers, hunters, fishermen, and
‘fun’ families who have been bitten by the camping bug or who just enjoy doing different things
together … We also expect it to appeal to people in hundreds of service industries.”Fry also
noted that the Bronco could be easily serviced at nearly 6,400 Ford dealerships throughout the
country, offering quick repairs and easy access to parts. This was a not-so-subtle dig at the
competition in the market segment; International dealers numbered 4,764 and Jeeps were
available at only 2,152 locations.ModelsAt its introduction for the 1966 model year, the Bronco,
carrying the U model designation, was offered in three models: U13 Roadster, U14 Sports Utility,
and U15 Wagon.U13 RoadsterThe least expensive model, retailing for a base price of
$2,336.82, was the Roadster (U13 model). Offering the most basic of amenities and with such
items as a top and doors on the options list, the roadster was the most direct competitor to the
Jeep CJ-5.This early 1966 Bronco was discovered in the small northern New Mexico town of
Eagle Nest. It is recognized as one of the few survivor 1966 roadsters on the road today with the
original dealer accessory Whitco top still in place. (Photo Courtesy Tim Hulick)Highlighted
against the Milwaukee skyline, this beautiful 1966 roadster represents the best of the breed.
Ford produced 4,090 of the spartan roadsters for 1966, and few remain today. This Peacock
Blue roadster has the sporty rocker stripes and no locking hubs on the front axle. (Photo
Courtesy Tim Hulick)U14 Sports UtilityThe U14 model was denoted as the Sports Utility and
featured a short top, which made the Bronco resemble a small pickup truck. It had seating for
two (bucket seats) or three (bench seat) with a steel bulkhead panel separating the seats from
the cargo area. The Sports Utility, which retailed for $2,479.93, was most often the workhorse of
the bunch. It was popular with service station owners and municipalities where the vehicle’s
combination of an enclosed cab with a small cargo-carrying area was advantageous and
carrying more than two people was not required. In time, the Sports Utility simply became known



as the “half cab” among owners and enthusiasts.The smiles on these boys’ faces say it all. How
much more fun could you have than climbing around in the back of a new 1966 U14 half cab?
Complete with the 1966-only hubcaps and rocker stripes, this truck would be highly prized by
collectors today.This early 1966 U14 half cab calls Carrier, Oklahoma, home. It was built in
September 1965 and sports an eyebrow grille, chrome bumpers ($28.75), 1966-only wheel
covers ($22.48), and the 1966-only red rocker stripe ($12.55). (Photo Courtesy Bobby
Tennell)U15 WagonRetailing for $2,551.19, the most popular model by far was the U15 model, a
wagon, with a full-length hardtop and seating for up to five people. In time, it was the only model
offered. The wagon, if optioned with two bucket seats, offered an open pass-through area to the
optional rear seat. Wagons were also offered with a bench seat with a bulkhead (identical to the
half cab bulkhead) if the rear bench seat was not ordered.Bearing the number 524 on the rear
liftgate glass, this prototype was likely very close to production ready. The fenders carry roadster
mirrors, which command premium prices with restorers and enthusiasts. (Photo Courtesy Ford
Motor Company)ReviewsThe Bronco’s introduction was widely covered in the motoring press in
the fall of 1965. Most impressions were formed from driving several prototypes at the Ford
proving grounds in June 1965, with articles appearing shortly after the official August
introduction.Magazines were generally positive in their initial impressions, saving the negative
points for later tests, and the car-centric automotive media followed that pattern.The Bronco’s
coil-spring front suspension was well received by nearly all writers, who noted its superior ride
quality and the anti-dive characteristics of the design, a feature touted extensively by Ford at its
introduction. Science and Mechanics magazine noted that “as a highway vehicle, the Bronco
more than holds its own … Cornering is excellent … progressive-rate rear leaf springs offer a
good ride without sacrificing carry capacity.”Four Wheeler magazine stated, “Ford engineers
have come up with extra-ordinary paved road ride. Because the noise level is already far below
average for four-wheel-drive (4WD) rigs, long trips are far less fatiguing. On the trail, this
springing combination pays off in an extremely comfortable ride over all but the roughest of
trails.”One of the earliest shots from the driver’s seat of a Bronco was taken in June 1965 when
Motor Trend editors traveled to the Ford Proving Ground in Dearborn for their first drive of Ford’s
new filly. A Rotunda tachometer and Falcon horn button are visible in front of the nattily attired
driver. (Photo Courtesy Motor Trend Group, LLC)Jan Norbye, writing in Popular Science, went so
far as to say, “The Bronco behaved like a real sports car.” The Bronco’s extremely good
maneuverability (turning circle of less than 34 feet) was also universally praised. The coil springs
allowed the front wheels to be cut up 37 degrees; far tighter than on comparable leaf-sprung
vehicles.Highway travel was a mixed bag with reviewers. Zero-to-60 tests ranged from 15.8
seconds (Mechanix Illustrated) to a more believable 25.4 seconds (Science and Mechanics).
Most testers noted that they topped out the Bronco speed at between 80 and 85 mph. Popular
Science again was positive, noting that “the ride was better than in many taxicabs, the
directional stability excellent, the noise level inside the vehicle quite tolerable.”Science and
Mechanics opined, “As a highway vehicle, the Bronco more than holds its own. It’s quieter than



most other four wheel drives.”Tom McCahill, writing in Mechanix Illustrated magazine, felt that
the 170-ci 6-cylinder “proved more than ample for keeping the Bronco up with fast-moving traffic.
For many miles, it cruised over Michigan’s freeway at 70 mph without distress.”Car Life had a
different take, “A tour of Southern California freeways immediately demonstrated the low-geared
Bronco should be given its head in back country. A comfortable highway cruise for this particular
Bronco was 55 mph–slow by the majority of freeway standards. A speed of 60 mph created tight
winding of the smallish engine and audible workings of transmission and transfer cases.”The
reason for the disparity in testers’ impressions is likely due to differences in test vehicles’ axle
ratios, with testers finding the 4.11:1 ratio acceptable and the optional 4.57:1 axle ratio too low
for sustained highway travel.Four Wheeler, looking at the new truck from an off-roader’s
perspective, felt that the hub assemblies on the front axles stuck out too far and would be targets
for passing rocks. They also felt that the locking hubs might be undone by passing rocks or
branches, leaving the driver in a potentially dangerous position if the hubs were accidentally
unlocked.McCahill, the dean of automotive writers in the mid-1960s, faulted the Bronco for the
lack of what he referred to as a “stump-catcher.” That, according to McCahill, was essentially a
thick steel skidplate that hung from the front bumper to below the lowest point on the front axle,
thereby protecting the front of the “adventure car” from low tree stumps hidden in the grass
(common in the South) and from sharp rocks (out West). He also recommended steel armor
protection for the crankcase and the transmission and felt that the bumpers were too flimsy.After
all the pros and cons of the new Bronco were considered, Car Life probably summed up the new
truck best by stating, “The International Harvester Scout, the Toyota Land Cruiser, the Kaiser
Jeep, and the Land Rover all have idiosyncrasies which those people accustomed to
conventional vehicles find disturbing. Of the total group, the Bronco seems to possess fewest of
these detractions which would prevent buyer transition from passenger car to four-wheel-drive
sports-utility vehicle.”That’s exactly what Ford Motor Company was aiming for when it introduced
the Bronco.EnginesFollowing their penchant for using as many existing parts as possible, Ford
selected examples from their existing engine families to drop into the Bronco’s engine
compartment.170 I-6At the Bronco’s introduction, the sole powerplant offered was the 170-ci 6-
cylinder engine, euphemistically called the “spirited Big Six power” in early sales brochures. The
170 offered a maximum gross horsepower rating of 105 at 4,400 rpm and a maximum gross
torque rating of 158 ft-lbs at 2,400 rpm. Bronco’s standard engine bested all of its competition.
The closest was Scout’s 152-ci 4-cylinder, which came within 3.3 ft-lbs of Bronco’s net torque
rating.The Bronco debuted in August 1965 with a 170-ci 6-cylinder engine and a gross output of
105 hp. Often referred to as the “Falcon Six,” it was actually sourced from the Econoline van line
and used solid lifters instead of the Falcon’s hydraulic units. The 1966 radiator had an offset cap;
all other years’ radiators were centered. (Photo Courtesy Tim Hulick)The 170-ci Six was known
as the “Falcon Six,” having been introduced as an upgrade to the original 144 ci in the Falcon
lineup in 1961. With a bore of 3.5 inches and stroke of 2.94 inches, the oversquare engine
featured four main bearings and an intake manifold that was integrally cast with the cylinder



head, limiting its performance potential. The compression ratio was a healthy 9:1. Typical of
inline 6-cylinder engines, the 170’s torque curve was fairly flat, with 90 percent of maximum
torque developed at an engine speed of 1,000 rpm. The Bronco version of the engine was
actually developed from the Econoline van version of the engine, which featured solid
mechanical lifters in lieu of the hydraulic lifters used in the Falcon engines.Because Ford
engineers knew that the Bronco would see more angles and inclines that cars would never
travel, they modified the 1-barrel carburetor and mechanical fuel pump to provide a positive fuel
supply under all conditions. On top of the carburetor, an oil-bath air cleaner was added for
maximum air filtration. The Bronco’s oil pan held 7 quarts of oil; the Econoline version made do
with 4.5 quarts.The road tests of the first Broncos didn’t specifically complain about the lack of
power with the 170, but instead obliquely made comments such as “No power options exist now,
but compartment is big enough for a V-8” (Popular Science) and “A V-8 could easily slip in
there” (Car Life photo caption).Ford clearly intended to install a V-8 between the frame rails of its
pony. As early as the first quarter of 1964, Ford documents indicated that Advanced
Development Engineering was working on studies to provide for a 289-ci V-8 engine in the
truck.289 V-8The 289 V-8 was introduced in the Bronco on March 2, 1966, and as a result, the
Bronco leaped to the top rung of the horsepower and torque ratings ladder in the sport utility
stable.The 289 was the latest iteration of Ford’s small-block V-8 family that was introduced in
July 1961 as a small, compact, lightweight V-8 to replace the Y-block series of engines. Using
thin-wall casting techniques to save weight, and displacing 221 ci, the engines were first
introduced in the mid-size 1962 Ford Fairlane and Mercury Meteor cars. In mid-1962, the
displacement grew to 260 ci, with the displacement again increased to 289 ci by 1964.At the
time of the Bronco’s introduction, three iterations of the 289 were in production. It had become a
popular engine because of its widespread use in the Mustang and was a natural fit for the
Bronco with its size and power output.For the Bronco, Ford selected the 2-barrel version, which
had the lowest compression ratio (9.3:1) and the lowest torque peak (282 ft-lbs at 2,400 rpm) of
the three versions. The installation of the V-8, which Ford described as “the power of a tractor
and the performance of a Mustang” was met with universal acclaim. In its September 1966
issue, Motor Trend summed it up well: “Ford’s Bronco with its standard 6-cylinder engine is quite
capable of unseating an unstrapped rider in somewhat less than the standard rodeo time of 8
seconds. But now with an optional 200-hp, 289-cubic-inch V-8, it packs the violence of a Braham
bull … 200 hp feeding into a 4:57-ratio limited slip differential is somewhat akin to whipping
water in a Waring blender.” The 289 offered the option of either a paper air filter or an oil-bath air
filter.Motor Trend testers were quite exuberant in their appraisal of the new Bronco V-8 in the
September 1966 issue. You can only imagine what the landing was like when the little bobtail
half cab returned to terra firma. (Photo Courtesy Motor Trend Group, LLC)The 289 V-8 was
introduced in the Bronco lineup in March 1966, immediately vaulting the Bronco to the top of the
horsepower list in the segment. The 1966–1968 V-8 Broncos, in their original configuration, had
sealed radiators with an expansion reservoir tank with a cap mounted between the radiator and



the engine. Many of these tanks have been discarded. (Photo Courtesy Tim
Hulick)TransmissionThe 1966 Broncos used 3-speed manual transmissions with a shifter
mounted on the column, a configuration used on the F-Series pickups at the time. Because the
remainder of the segment vehicles used floor-mounted shifters, Ford touted the column shifter
as a plus that gave more seating room for front-seat passengers. Consumer reaction was mixed,
and Hurst introduced a floor-shift conversion within a year of the Bronco’s introduction that
proved to be very popular with Bronco owners for many years.The 6-cylinder 3-speed, known as
the RAN, had ratios of 3.41, 1.86, and 1.00:1. When the 289 V-8 was introduced, an almost
identical transmission with slightly higher torque capacity, known as the RAT, was used. First and
second gears had slightly higher (lower numerically) ratios of 2.99 and 1.75:1. Because the
engines were different lengths, the cast-iron adapters were of differing lengths so the transfer
case and transfer case crossmember could stay in the location in the vehicle regardless of the
engine and transmission.Recently, a retired Ford engineer revealed in an interview that he was
responsible for the redesign of the adapters after the initial configuration failed during testing
right before the vehicle’s introduction. The engineer noted with a wry smile that he received “lots
of help” in the redesign.The 6-cylinder 3-speed transmissions were backed by a 9-inch-diameter
clutch with a 9.375-inch unit as a heavy-duty option. The 289 3-speed had an 11-inch clutch
between it and the engine.Transfer CaseIn choosing the Dana 20 transfer case for the Bronco,
Ford selected one of the best transfer cases ever used in 4WD vehicles. This transfer case,
which featured a cast-iron housing and used steel gears (not chains), enjoyed a sterling
reputation for longevity and strength; Jeep specified it for its J4000 1-ton trucks.Ford learned
from its preproduction surveys that customers wanted quieter drivetrains on their 4WDs. The
Spicer 18 transfer case, which had been used in Jeeps since their introduction and in Scouts
until 1965, was a so-called “offset design” (the input and output shafts were not colinear),
requiring an intermediate shaft and gears as part of the power transmission from the input shaft
to the output shaft. The extra gears generated noise, particularly at highway speeds, which
consumers found tiresome.The Dana 20 was a “straight through” or “silent drive” design, highly
touted at the Bronco’s introduction. Because the input and output shafts were colinear, there
were no gears moving in the transfer case when operated in two-wheel drive (2WD), resulting in
much less gear train noise. And although the Scout 800 had started using the Dana 20 in 1965,
the International Harvester unit had a low range ratio of 2.03:1, compared to the 2.46:1 low ratio
of the Bronco Dana 20, which was much more desirable for those enthusiasts looking for the
lowest possible crawl ratio.The mid-1960s was also a time when manufacturers were moving
from the twin-stick transfer case shifters to single sticks to make shifting into 4WD less
confusing and intimidating for first-time 4WD owners. Jeep had made the jump to a single-stick
transfer case in its CJ-5 with the introduction of the 225-ci V-6 engine in 1965, and Ford followed
suit with the Bronco (its F-Series 4x4 pickups always had them).The single transfer-case shifter
found on the 1966 Broncos is a textbook example of engineering revisions during production as
customer feedback revealed weaknesses.The initial shifter design was a single lever topped



with a traditional shifter knob denoting the shift pattern, similar in design to the shifters used in
other vehicles but longer in length, presumably to ease shifting effort. Several testers in early
magazine reviews noted that the resulting shifter position was very close to the column-mounted
transmission shifter when it was in third gear. Four Wheeler, in particular, noted that the shifter
knob tips were less than an inch apart, and they feared that a driver may inadvertently shift into
4WD high.International Harvester, in a period document that compared the Scout to the Bronco,
noted that there were reports of the Bronco shifter breaking off at the transfer case due to the
increased leverage of the long lever. The obvious agenda of a competitor’s document
notwithstanding, broken shift levers were reported by other 1966 owners.Apparently, Ford
listened to these complaints and later production models used a shorter version of the same
shifter. Late in the model year, coinciding with the introduction of the V-8, Ford made a switch
again to a shifter topped by a chrome T-handle. The handle housed a push-button assembly that
actuated a gated plate at the base of the assembly to lock the shifter into the specific gearing
options in the transfer case.These first T-handle shifters had boots similar to, but larger than, the
first-generation 1966 shifters. The driver still had to rely on the shift-pattern decals on the dash
to determine exactly what gear the transfer case was in, and it likely took some time and finesse
for owners to figure this out. The base of the shifter was modified as well with a stronger
configuration that worked well for the next six model years.Ford used double Cardan U-joints at
the transfer end of the front and rear driveshafts in the Bronco. This allowed the transfer case to
be mounted higher inside the frame for additional ground clearance.Axles and
SuspensionAlthough Ford used solid axles front and rear on the Bronco, as did other 4WD
manufacturers in the 1960s, the outboard ends of the front axle were revolutionary at the time.
According to Axelrad’s SAE paper, Ford originally planned to use a Dana 27 closed-knuckle axle
(used by CJ-5 and Scout) but decided to go with the Dana 30 front axle instead when it learned
of its upcoming release.Dana 30Dana promised 500 pounds more capacity than the Dana 27
with the Dana 30 through the use of thicker walled, larger tubes. The 2,500-pound capacity
rating fit neatly between the competition (2,000 pounds) and full-size pickups (Dana 44 with a
3,000-pound rating). More important, it featured the industry’s first open-knuckle design, which
allowed much tighter turning angles than its closed-knuckle cousin (37 versus 29 degrees).
Axelrad noted that the full advantage of the Bronco’s coil-spring front suspension could not be
realized without the use of the open knuckles due to the steering angle limitations of the closed-
knuckle design.The 1966–1967 locking hubs were optional ($66.08), and they are unique to
those years. In 1968, Ford switched to a bright housing with a red dial.Because the open-
knuckle design required new sealing and lubrication strategies, Ford did extensive laboratory
and road testing of the new axle seals to ensure that they were satisfactory. Road testing in
sand, dirt, and gravel took place in northwestern Arizona surrounding the Arizona Ford Proving
Grounds in Yucca. As a result of this testing, some seals and bearings were modified before
production began.The Dana 30 proved to be a good first volley across the bow of competitors in
terms of upgraded axles. It gave up just a bit of ground clearance (1 to 1.5 inches) to go along



with the slightly increased housing size. Ford did consider using the high-pinion Dana 44 that
was introduced in the 1966 Ford F-100, but driveshaft clearance problems precluded its
adaptation. Front brakes were of the drum variety and measured 11x2 inches.The testers’
impressions of the brakes were one area that showed how much perceptions and expectations
of vehicle performance have changed since 1966. Nearly every test of the first Bronco praised
the “large” brakes and their holding power, with some going so far as to exclaim that power
brakes were not necessary because the existing setup was so strong and required such low
pedal pressure. Those were the expectations in the mid-1960s. In just a few years, with power
disc brakes much more prevalent on passenger cars, reviewers complained of fading, pulling,
and excessively high pedal effort.Rear Axle
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Jim Allen, “Accurate and Well Presented. I write books and magazine stories for a living. In fact, I
contemplated writing a Bronco book myself not too many years back. Todd not only beat me to
the draw, he poured his heart, soul and decades of Bronco devotion into it at a level I probably
couldn't have matched. I know Todd personally from the Bronco community and know he has a
lot of connections and resources within it. This helped him document the Bronco story in a way,
and at a level that had not yet been done and will likely not be matched. Whoever tries had better
bring a lunch! He has delivered a trustworthy book, the accuracy of which you don't have to
contemplate. It's going to be a resource and reference for me that I will be able to trust. The only
thing I lament is that it's not a bigger book.”

Scott Barnes, “Best Ford Bronco Book Ever Published!. I’m a collector of “all things Ford
Bronco”, and this is without question, the best Bronco book that has ever been published! The
author is an absolute expert on the subject matter, and the photos are beautiful. This is a great
coffee table book that you’ll be proud to display in your home.”

The evaluator, “The Bronco Bible. Gave this as a gift to someone who has had an older Bronco
and is now working on restoring an older halfcab? (Two seats in front and a pickup bed behind).
He said this is the "Bronco Bible" and very much appreciated the gift. Said the author has written
several other books and articles on Broncos.”

NerdyGuy, “Great book, very informative.. The author did a great job and presented some
previously unknown information about the Ford Bronco.  Great pictures, enjoyable read.”

Cullen, “Excellent read.. This is a fantastically written book about an iconic vehicle that impacted
our history. Todd Zuercher Does a phenomenal job capturing the essence and details
surrounding the different models, and those who contributed to its genesis and development.”

blumach1, “Good book!. Good info”

Minerva, “Great.. Bought for my daughters BF last Christmas. He spent the next 2 days with his
nose buried in this book.  He’s a huge bronco lover.  Must have been a good gift ”

Jordan, “Must read!. Very interesting and educational. I was always engaged wanting to read
more. Great pictures and captions to go with it as well.”

Jeff B., “great details. Great photos. a must have for any Bronco fan. Tons of stuff you didn't
know.”



Michel Staniforth, “Le lecture. Loisirs”

The book by Dave Osborne has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 160 people have provided feedback.
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